2012, Sept 29

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening Meditation:

Cheryl

Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 9 pm EST/6 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

● We owe $ 40 from last week + $300 for this week! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● Rent: $550
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704B Llano St., Box 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
● Gift card for food - Whole Foods - Call 505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
● To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
http://www.2013Rainbowroundtable.ning, com
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537
530-513-6472
888-429-5471 [Canada, US]

Hard News:
T: They have had the old address since 1992, this PO has been closed down and everyone lost their jobs!
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Camp Loveway: guest was Irish horse whisperer, also dogs and cats and so on
● animals telling her wild stories of what is happening, what with the frequencies of the harvest moon and
the solar flares
● a lot is shaking with the big picture: has to do with the fall of the roman empire and the Vatican
● The horse whisperer spoke of Sol, our sun, and Helios and Vesta,
● Yom Kippur was on Wednesday, 26th
● Sukkot – a Hebrew word meaning booths or hut, reference to celebration of harvest, also
commemoration of 40 years of wandering in the desert
● This is our 2nd harvest moon this year: Blue Moon on last day of August was 1 st one
● Yom Kippur – Day of At-one-ment; last day of 10 day New Year Period called Rosh Hashannah
● The horse whisperer brought up Mother, Nibiru because we coming to closure of the last 13,000 year
of the Kali Yuga
Reading: last paragraph about Rosh Hashanna – the fate of the wicked of the wicked, the righteous and
the middle ones are determined. This year started on Sept 17 th – the middle class get a respite of
10 days until Yom Kippur: the last day to make amends, repent and get into Book of Life
● The wicked are blotted out of the Book of Life, that fate has been sealed.
Sukkot begins on Oct 1st – celebrated 5 days after Yom Kippur – marked by several distinct traditions – 8
days long; don't go in the house for 8 days, so go up on top of the roof and make a hut, eat outside,
sleep outside to take in the energies
● The animals are more active, being kind of needy as they absorb the energies and transmute it for us
● hings are about to change for all: recognition of being one, no religion is better than another
● Story goes back to Uruk & stargates: to enter the holy land, you go through the Gates of Ishtar
R: asked about why their 2 cats are bringing in various gifts in the middle of the night: critters with
organs hanging out; this has been going on for quite a few months
● Horse Whisperer: P2 Lodge – the 2 cats are Mother Sekhmet [the bobcat] and another[Bast,
the domestic cat version]; they are cleaning up the mess, metaphorically speaking!
T: Doing Ho o pono pono: I am sorry; please forgive me; thank you; I love you
we take on the harm, sorrow, wrongs etc of others
● in Atlantis, there was Law of One time; there were only a few elders of the 144,000 who came through
as Mayans; they remembered this and wrote it down; what we are doing is recalling the Law of
One
● P2 Lodge goes back 13,000 years to time of Egypt, the colony of Atlantis.
● Mother came in at 13,000 years, the half time mark of the cycle
● We will be merging a 3rd dimension with a 5th dimension
● being in the aura of a living being of light [Jesus] and touching his garment [of light]
can change one
● So Rama asked about papal arrests: with the harvest moon and the transmuting of the energies with the
help of the cats, that will make it easier for the papal arrests to come forward
● also, numerous mass coronal ejections which move us too
● these arrests will not be pretty: those who live by the sword
● Alcyone about to do some dancing with Mother to remove the veil, and then the dark, bloody trail
will be so clear, it might upset our stomachs
● They called themselves The Dark Priesthood: it is the end of it now.
● Just by showing up, Mr 19.5 – she saw a photo of him sitting on the stairs at the White House
with his head in his hands, knowing what he was facing and that his family was in jeopardy
T: yesterday on Ed with all the usual ones on, and R asked why they weren't talking about the crimes
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behind things – Mike P said “One word, Lord Rama: Hillary”. Jeremy Scahill seconded the motion
the black widow has done what the 13 families have had her do
So how do we witness to this with love?
Tara was raped from 3 & a half to 13, so she knows what Hillary went through
● Mr 19.5 is from Heaven on earth[Hawaii], as close as he can be to heaven
● you see him every time when Hillary] she comes out with him: lots of people still think she is a
very amazing being, and she is – and all of us are amazing beings too, as Mother makes no trash!
Strands of Scorpion energy
5 phoenix
4 eagle
3 dove
2
1 scorpion – literally take themselves out
● The Horse whisperer said the darkness is not Obama's; she could be gone in the next week or 2
● the more love we can send, the better off we ALL are
Caller: Sept 17 – 27 – those listening to this call have entered into everlasting life if they choose to
About October 1st – what can we expect?
R: got no answers! Not sure what will happen, but has to do with final conclusion & line up of galaxy
● Sol is CEO of local solar system; when you get in touch with Sol & the sun behind the sun: Helios, Vesta
● They spoke of the photonic energy that is coming in and raising everyone's frequencies:
● go with the flow and be with Divine Grace. Surrender to the greater energies, instinctually, our
brothers and sisters from all the kingdoms connect with us
T: speaks of a hippo that mothered a turtle!
● The biggest healing in US is racism
● Mitt Romney folks emphasize that it's about the economy
● Alex Witt: property prices rising; gas prices starting to become regular; stock market going up;
people spending more; more jobs created than they thought would be in last month;
● There is still sluggish growth in the next quarter, and that will be busted
● All kinds of things designed by Obama to get things moving were filibustered: there will be
another law to make this a crime.
● Goes through all the poll results: all of them show Obama on top
Right. Left & Centre:watch what happens after the debates:
will see the money levels drop for Adelson
he is shaking like a leaf: China wants to stop the black dragon, end corruption
T: also, Obama is making lots of inroads into stopping currency manipulation in China
Rachel covered it about lots of businesses
also about trafficking of people, children
R: “It's not about Obama; it's about your momma!” as Rev Al Sharpton says
● Barbara Boxer & the story about the woman living in her car in a vacant lot: not to be allowed to
vote – and that is against the law!
T: Going to end Citizens United; Constitution does not enumerate right to vote exactly
● need to make amendments that corporations are not people, that $ is not free speech
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R: The schills around Obama do not want the stories about war crimes etc to come out – this is why
whistle blowers are being attacked in spite of Obama's words
T: Melissa Harris Perry – the achievement gap between African Americans and others
● back in 1800s, those who taught A Americans to read were hung!
● AA students – the testing is geared to white anglo middle class and upward students
● poor children, whether latino or AA, learn how to navigate and survive,
but not about how to progress academically
● prisons are put in all-white communities
● Voter suppression: any kind of crime that puts you in prison [11 of the states] – you can never vote again
– even if it is not a violent crime! So 4 million ex-felons are denied the vote!
● Felony disenfranchisement laws – other states have a process that they can go through
● There are 5.9 million total in prison; 4 million are A Americans
● Wisconsin has greatest incarceration rate of anywhere of A Americans on entire planet!
● Prisons in upper class, white neighbourhoods – the people cannot vote, but their bodies are
counted for funding purposes and the money goes to the white communities!!!
Audio: Chris Hayes What do we know now that we did not know before?
T: looks like will do away with all the things that are against voter suppression in Pennsylvania
Audio: Melissa Harris-Perry

Melissa Harris-Perry | Aired on September 29, 2012
The education achievement gap determined by social inequalityNew York University professor Pedro
Noguera joins the Melissa Harris-Perry panel to talk about education reform and how social inequality
largely determines the types of opportunities offered to students.
Audio:

Democracy Now Friday, Sept 28/12

Alice Walker on 30th Anniversary of "The Color Purple":
Racism, Violence Against Women Are Global Issues
On the 30th anniversary of the publication of "The Color Purple," we speak with author, poet and
activist Alice Walker about her groundbreaking novel and its enduring legacy. Set mainly in rural
Georgia in the 1930s, the book tells the story of a young, poor African-American woman named
Celie and her struggle for empowerment in a world marked by sexism, racism and patriarchy. The
novel earned Walker a Pulitzer Prize in 1983, making her the first African-American woman to win
the Pulitzer for fiction. Walker explains the origin of the book’s title and explores some of its
central characters and their connection to her own family history. [includes rush transcript]
Slum Dog Millionaires got 5 or 6 awards and when it was over, the kids got thrown right back on to the
street; The Color Purple got no awards, and Alice Walker is quite fine with this.

Reading:
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Reading:

http://www.keshefoundation.org/en/media-a-papers/keshe-news/330-the-worldpeace-invitation-and-release-of-technology-the-2nd-international-presentation-howto-become-axes-of-evil
[SEE BELOW]

Music:
Astrology:

Richard

The Astrology of October 2012 - For Everyone
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4tlV-OuDwQ

Exponential change. October blasts the status quo to smithereens. Say your final good-bye's to stalemate
and indecision. People build on commitments made in September and branch out in a thousand new
directions, based on those decisions. Inner changes burgeon into burgeoning outer changes.
Pluto and the North Node both hammer the 8th house. The military, high finance, political and economic
power, insurance and pension issues, reproductive sexuality, human intimacy, personal boundary issues - a
lengthy laundry list of vital issues come up for final negotiation on the macro and micro levels. The next
year or two brings high stakes, high tension, hard fought efforts to achieve a new consensus on a host of
issues of vital importance to everyone.
Saturn puts a damper on extremists and fringe types. A degree of sanity and probity will be restored to
public discourse.
A more polished, written version of this analysis, with some illustrations, will be available on my blog on or
about October 1. http://carlboudreau.blogspot.com/
Astrology:

Discussion by Richard, Tara

● Carl is right on: these ones will fight tooth and nail
● There's a sense of timing that Richard is experiencing: the aggravated impatience will not go away!
T: Both Cynthia and Obama are oxes: absolutely the slowest moving of signs
R: there is the potential that he could begin the revolutionary discussion about structures on Mars, yet
we were also told to expect lightening-fast changes
Tonight's chart: when moon comes up tonight, will be almost full moon which is less than 1˚behind Uranus
Watch Carl's video: GOOD GRAPHICS. Tonight he talked about the nature of the cardinal signs which
are fully energized over the next few weeks.
● The grand cross is totally open to creative manifestation: greatly increased number of choices in
individual lives, as well as in collective lives – a totally new creative paradigm: eg, the info from M T
Keshe – seems he is not being made main-stream
● Belgium classifies everything he does; the entire Western Hemisphere has banned his writings! So he is
going to Africa
● Carl did say that resistance is futile: the time is here, and nothing will stop it! And Netanyahu is no
more, and he will be replaced! He is out of his league and is very ill.
● Netanyahu is an old timeline, and part of what we have to do is retire these timelines!
● There is quite a stress on the planet from a gravitational aspect: northern India, Nigeria displaced by
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flooding
● The sun today in 8 Libra is moving into position to make a trine to Jupiter: Earth to Jupiter, Earth to
the Sun – thinks there will be more earth-shifting – there was a 9.3 in Malaysia/Java area – a
horizontal slip, so there was no tsunami. When it slipped, it caused 37 follow-on earthquakes of the
same nature: side slips.
● Saturn is in last degree of Libra and chasing Saturn
● Thinks we'll have another half year until we get really into some kind of control: like the butterfly
whose wings are not yet fully stretched and dry and ready to go
Caller: a surprising time? What kinds of surprises?
T: there will be lots of surprises
R: when sun goes into Scorpio, get a burst of new creative energies: this year, the sun is passing through
Saturn - as the sun moves up and passes Saturn, sun will be between us and Saturn, and there will
be plenty of light. There is a battle between the matrix ruled by Saturn and the holy spirit energy
which comes from the sun, so we are between a star and a hard place.
KEY FOR PERSONAL SURVIVAL: curb your transportation requirements, have enough in the house for
at least 30 days – it could get ugly.
T: we have been duly warned the banking system will be shut down world wide:
Ri: word is out on the net about how fragile the entire financial system is; he does not see how the
banksters will survive 9 months [T- they are not!]
Caller: heard that Bernanke's plan for the fed was to take control of all the real estate and be the
landlord for everyone!
Ri: none of them have a big enough army to pull a stunt like that. When more than 3 of us get together,
especially as we know who they are, and we are in the process of taking them down. Ri watches a fair
number of financial sites: there are enough big guys around who know what the scheme is and know that
what Bernanke has done is go suicide with the US dollar – the numbers don't match because of the fractal
numbers and the hypothication that has been going on – part of NESARA is to get the silver back in the
hands of the people
Ri: call it what it is: corporate slavery – capitalism has been twisted into this.

Conference Call:
Question about who is running again:
Georgia:

Cynthia McKenney running again

Vermont:

Bernie Sanders

T: When dealing with banks and loans, you have to get to the original bank papers and the original terms
of the loan and the banks will not have them, as they have sold the mortgages etc so many time - Tara's
friend in Georgia has Debbie Wasserman-Schultz to help her – recommends looking up the Democratic
member of your area. The people in the offices want to keep their jobs, and the ones who tell them what
to do are not so – use proper language; don't let anyone bully you;
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T: Angleca Merkel has been challenged already, even though she has until next year; the other one is
going to break up the banks and make them pay for cleaning up their own garbage.
● Money system will not be dissolved until about 2023 ● we are going off the grid across the planet: counter-gravity technologies – the energy we are
accessing now is superlight – which travels 10million times faster than the light we get now –
WITHIN A MONTH, this will all be a bad dream!
● Their friend Mr Enoch ascended: he was born who is 7th generation of Adam and has never left the
planet!
● St Germain went through his ascension in 1626 [?] - he materialized during the time of Napoleon – he
had one life as Vlad the Impaler and also as Compte de St. Germain
● The bi-polar condition CAN BE HEALED – can only be done in group work

Caller: How can St Germain be Vlad the impaler and St Germain at the same time?
● He only left his role as Vlad the Impaler in October 1, 1979 after 500 years; he took the role on to
learn how the depths of the dark mind; he worked from then to the end of the Mayan Calender; i
● They had an 8 day event: World symposium on Healing – the blessings are not for us, but for us as
healers: she recalls the speech BO gave to the Clinton Global Initiative about human trafficking on
the planet – eliminating such activity is the farthest thing from the mind of Lucifer
● BO was Akbar the Great, a Muslim king of India, one of the greatest of them all – he was about 19 when
Francis Bacon was born to Queen Elizabeth I

September 27th, 2012

Audio: Democracy Now – Julian Assange

The report came just before Julian Assange spoke via videolink to a side meeting of the U.N. General
Assembly on Wednesday. Assange spoke from inside the Ecuadorean embassy in London.
In U.N. Address, WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange Urges Obama Admin to End "Regime of Secrecy"
http://www.democracynow.org/2012/9/27/in_un_address_wikileaks_julian_assange#transcript

T: reads further from what Assange said – he had hundreds of wikileaks pages about Hillary, so he knows
what is going on!

Reading: Planet Alert October 2012

Audio:

Maholo

[SEE BELOW]

Red Ice Radio
September 9, 2012
Santos Bonacci - Hour 1 - The Holy Science
http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2012/09/RIR-120909.php

For over 30 years, Santos Bonacci has been researching the ancient works, compiling and translating them into more
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accessible terms in his study of Astrotheology. Santos lives in Melbourne, Australia. He is a producer of video
lectures and special DVDs and presents regular seminars on demand. He returns to discuss “the holy science.” In the
first hour, he’ll explain how astrotheology is the basis and origin for all of our myths, legends, fairytales, nursery
rhymes and folk lore. He also talks about how it is the pure science developed by the very enlightened, wise and
ancient priesthood that give us the holy books of all religions. This language eventually became heavily veiled in
allegory and symbolism and much of it was deliberately done to keep the higher truths from the masses. In the
member’s hour, Santos details the aspects of each sign in the zodiac and their correspondences to seasons, numbers,
yuga cycles, personality, the body and all creation. Santos explains in more detail how the macrocosm (the heavens)
affects its counterpart on Earth, the microcosm. He says a wise man knows his stars.
Www.universaltruthschool.com

Reading:
Foreward to
The Mayan Factor: The Path Beyond Technology by Carl Calleman
Closing:
Rainbird
#21 Owl
Sacred medicine bird, associated with clairvoyance, astral projection, magic both
black & white
Traditionally, the owl sits in the east, the place of illumination yet he sees in the dark,
hunts in the dark so he has a great advantage in finding food.
Can't hear owl as he flies
Music:
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AMY GOODMAN: We are on the road in Washington, D.C., on our 100-city Election 2012 Silenced
Majority Tour. We are heading to Charlottesville, Virginia tonight.

Well, today, in a Democracy Now! special, we spend the hour with the legendary author, poet, activist, Alice
Walker. She is the first African-American woman to be awarded the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. She won it in
1983 for her renowned novel The Color Purple. The novel also won the the National Book Award for Fiction and
was later adapted into a film and musical by the same name. On the 30th anniversary of the book’s publication,
we’ll talk about its lasting legacy. Set mainly in rural Georgia in the 1930s, the book tells the story of a young,
poor African-American woman named Celie and her struggle for empowerment in a world marked by sexism,
racism and patriarchy.
In 1985, The Color Purple was adapted into a film directed by Steven Spielberg, starring Whoopi Goldberg,
Danny Glover, Oprah Winfrey. In this clip from the film, two of the main characters have a tense exchange. A
strong, independent woman named Sofia tells long-abused Celie that she’s struggled all her life and won’t let
anyone beat her down.
SOFIA: All my life I had to fight. I had to fight my daddy. I had to fight my uncles. I had to fight
my brothers. A girl child ain’t safe in a family of mens, but I ain’t never thought I had to fight in my
own house! I loves Harpo, God knows I do. But I’ll kill him dead ’fore I let him beat me.
HARPO: And that’s a hoofprint. Isn’t that a hoofprint there, Pa?
ALBERT: No, that look like a fistprint right there.
HARPO: No, no, sir. No, sir, ain’t no fist touch my face. No, sir.
SOFIA: Now, you want a dead son-in-law, Miss Celie? You keep on advising him like you doin’.
AMY GOODMAN: As the novel is based—as the novel it’s based on celebrates the 30th anniversary, we’re
joined now by the renowned author Alice Walker herself to further discuss its legacy. We’ll also speak to her
about other writings, her social and political activism in support of the Palestinians, and about the coming
presidential election.
Alice Walker, welcome to Democracy Now!
ALICE WALKER: Thank you so much.
AMY GOODMAN: It’s great to be with you. You were yesterday before a crowd of about 1,200 people in the
audience at the Fall for the Book Festival in Arlington, Virginia. You read from The Color Purple. You talked
about its importance. Tell us, on this 30th anniversary this year, your thoughts about what brought you to write
this seminal work.
ALICE WALKER: Actually, I wanted to spend more time with my grandparents—and they had died, you
know, long ago—and my parents, and so I set out to write a book in which I could really live for a year or two
and be with them by creating characters who resembled them and by giving them a life that they might have had,
that, in fact, many of them did not have.
AMY GOODMAN: For especially young people who may not have—definitely they’ve probably heard of The
Color Purple, but may not have read it, just lay out the story for us.
ALICE WALKER: Well, the story is about Celie and—who was abused by her stepfather. She lost her own
father, who was lynched. And this is part of the story that is rarely talked about, that her own father was lynched
because he was so successful as a businessman in the South, when black people were not supposed to be
successful. And then she became the victim of her stepfather and raped. And she had two children, who were
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taken away from her and ended up in Africa with her sister, who had gone there as a missionary’s helper. It
basically is the struggle of someone who thinks she has no voice and has no place and writes letters to God
because she has nobody else to write to. And then she discovers that the god that she’s writing to is deaf, because
he’s basically the Christian god that has been imposed on black people. And at that point, she starts writing to
her sister. And eventually she understands that divinity is all around us and that we are a part of it and it’s in
nature.
AMY GOODMAN: I want to turn to another clip from the film, The Color Purple. In this scene, Celie finally
stands up to her husband, who goes simply by the name "Mister."
CELIE: Until you do right by me, everything you think about is gonna crumble.
SOFIA: Don’t do it, Miss Celie. Don’t trade places with what I’ve been through.
SHUG: Come on, Miss Celie. Let’s go to the car.
SOFIA: He ain’t worth it. He ain’t worth it.
ALBERT: Who you think you is? You can’t cuss nobody. Look at you. You’re black, you’re poor,
you’re ugly, you’re a woman—you’re nothing at all!
SOFIA: ’Til you do right by me, everything you even think about is gonna fail.
AMY GOODMAN: There you have it. That scene, describe it for our listeners and viewers, Alice Walker.
ALICE WALKER: Well, it’s a scene in which Celie basically curses Mister and all the misters in the world and
says to them, "Until you do right by me," meaning herself as a person but also "me" as the earth, "everything you
do will crumble, and everything you do will fail." And it’s prophetic in that sense, and she somehow knows this.
It comes very strongly through her that this is true, that unless people are doing right by the poor of the world, by
the downtrodden, and by women, generally, they are doomed. Our culture, our society, our world is doomed.
AMY GOODMAN: And then you’ve got the amazing Shug Avery. I want to ask you about the title of your
novel, but first let’s go to Shug, who mentions the color purple in her conversation with Celie.
SHUG: But more than anything, God loves admiration.
CELIE: Are you saying God is vain?
SHUG: No, no, not vain, just wanting to share a good thing. I think it pisses God off if you walk by
the color purple in a field and don’t notice it.
CELIE: Well, are you saying it just want to be loved, like it say in the Bible?
SHUG: Yeah, Celie. Everything want to be loved. Us sing and dance and holler, just trying to be
loved.
AMY GOODMAN: Shug talking to Celie. Alice?
ALICE WALKER: Yes, and she’s explaining to Celie that, you know, the beauty of nature is what reminds us
of what is divine, I mean, that we’re already in heaven, really. It’s just that we haven’t noticed it, and we’ve been
diverted by people who want us to believe whatever it is they are basically selling us. But if you pass by the
color purple in a field and you don’t even notice it, why should you even be here on the planet? I mean, you
should notice what is here, because it is wonderful and amazing and loves you back by its beauty and by its
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fragrance or however it can love you back.
AMY GOODMAN: And how did that title come to you, The Color Purple?
ALICE WALKER: Because when I was writing the novel, I lived way in the country in Boonville, California,
and I went walking through the redwoods and swimming in the river and noticed that in nature purple is
everywhere. And it’s interesting because we tend to think that in nature you would see more red, yellow, white,
you know, all of those colors. But actually, purple is right there. And in that sense, it’s like the people in the
novel. You think that they are unusual, that what’s happening to them is unusual, but actually it’s happening
somewhere on your block almost every minute. All the trouble, all of the trials and tribulations of Celie are
happening to people all over the planet right now.
AMY GOODMAN: So this book came out 30 years ago.
ALICE WALKER: It did.
AMY GOODMAN: And talk about how it changed your life. What had you been doing before, and what
happened after?
ALICE WALKER: Well, I live a very secluded life, a very contemplative life and a very meditative one. That is
my ideal life. And the notoriety of The Color Purple — and there was a lot of that, as well as, you know,
everything else — caused me to be—to feel much more exposed and to have many more demands. When this
happened, I didn’t even have an assistant to help me do anything, and so I would handle all of my affairs,
including my taxes, by myself. And when I—when all of this happened, a lot of mail and stuff came to my
house, and I just put it in a room and closed the door on it for many months, until I realized that I couldn’t
actually do that, and I finally got someone to help me. Some of the things are good. Most of the things are very
good. But I think that kind of fame that happens in America is actually very destructive, unless you can fortify
yourself by whatever practice you can find. Meditation helped me a lot.
AMY GOODMAN: The Pulitzer Prize, first African-American woman to win it for non—for fiction. How did
you feel? Where were you when you heard?
ALICE WALKER: I was living in San Francisco, and I thought it was a joke. I had won the National Book
Award, I think the week before, and then someone called and said that there was the Pulitzer, which I didn’t
know existed for fiction. And it was nice. I mean, I think, you know, I have this thing about prizes, though. I’m
suspicious of them. And I think also that they should be delivered to you. They should be brought to your door
with flowers and maybe with a violin playing, but that you should never have to leave home to get an award.
AMY GOODMAN: We’re going to break and then come back to this discussion. We’re talking with the
legendary author Alice Walker. Stay with us.
[break]
AMY GOODMAN: We’re on the road in Washington, D.C., on our 100-city Election 2012 tour, headed to
Charlottesville, Virginia. I’m Amy Goodman. Our guest is the author, the activist, the artist, Alice Walker. Thirty
years ago, her book The Color Purple, came out. In this clip of the film made by Steven Spielberg, the character
Sofia, played by Oprah Winfrey, defies Miss Millie, the wife of the town’s mayor, by telling her she won’t be her
maid.
MISS MILLIE: Your children are so clean. Would you like to work for me, be my maid?
SOFIA: Hell no.
MISS MILLIE: What did you say?
SOFIA: "Hell no."
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UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN 1: What did she say?
UNIDENTIFIED MAN 1: Hey, can’t you pump that crude a little faster?
MAYOR: Gal, what did you say to Miss Millie?
SOFIA: I said, "Hell" —
SWAIN: No, Miss Sofia. No, Miss Sofia, no!
UNIDENTIFIED MAN 2: Hey, did you see what she did?
MISS MILLIE: Hey! I can’t believe you did this.
SOFIA: Get my children out of here! Take them home! Get my children home! Get my children out
of here!
UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN 1: You black slut! Who do you think you are?
SOFIA: Don’t touch me! Leave me alone! Don’t touch me!
UNIDENTIFIED MAN 3: Who do you are, you fat nigger?
SOFIA: God, dear God! Sheriff, help me! Help me!
AMY GOODMAN: Alice Walker, why don’t you describe what happened to Sofia as she’s told the mayor’s
wife she wouldn’t work for her as a maid, what the mayor did?
ALICE WALKER: Well, the mayor basically assaults her. And she ends up being their maid after all, because
in that time there was something called contract labor, so that if you really wanted a black person to be a servant,
you could have them arrested, and then they could be released into your care, and basically your service, and be
your personal prisoner. So this is what happened to Sofia.
AMY GOODMAN: What happened when Steven Spielberg approached you? Did you know him?
ALICE WALKER: Not at all. I never heard of Steven. And my daughter took me to see E.T., so that I could be
prepared. And I loved E.T. And when Steven appeared himself, I really loved him, as well. He was very open,
knew what he was about, wanted very much to do this film. And we collaborated as much as possible. And I
think we both feel very pleased, although in the beginning I didn’t like the film, because it just felt so outlandish.
It’s very weird having a book of yours made into a film. Everything looks like a cartoon. But I got used to it,
when I saw it in a theater with lots of people. The first time I saw it, there were only three people—me and my
partner and a friend—in a huge theater that they had hired just to show me the film. And it just—it was strange.
AMY GOODMAN: It was nominated for something—what, 11 Oscars?
ALICE WALKER: Eleven, mm-hmm.
AMY GOODMAN: But it didn’t win one.
ALICE WALKER: No, it didn’t win any Oscars, and I felt fine about it, because I didn’t know any of the
people who were making the decision not to give the awards. And I distrust not knowing—you know, I distrust
this part of it, that it’s better if you know the people who are deciding something so important. And I think, for
instance, there were no people of color making the decision, and I don’t think any women of any shade.
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AMY GOODMAN: And then it went and became a musical in New York.
ALICE WALKER: Mm-hmm, yes, it became a really wonderful musical. Some of the things I had wanted
more of in the film, we were able to put into the musical.
AMY GOODMAN: Which was?
ALICE WALKER: Development of the relationship between Celie and Shug, which is so precious and
beautiful in the musical.
AMY GOODMAN: Talk about that relationship.
ALICE WALKER: Well, they have a love relationship. They fall in love with each other. Celie is enamored of
Shug, even before she meets her. She sees a photograph that Mister has, because Mister is Shug’s lover, has
been, and the father of some of Shug’s children, actually. They have a very long-term love affair. And Celie, you
know, has never been loved by anyone except her sister Nettie, who ends up being sent off to Africa. So, the
relationship that they have really develops Celie’s sense of herself as a person, a real person, instead of a drudge.
AMY GOODMAN: The world has now seen this movie and read your book, people all over the world. What is
the response internationally? How do people talk about this as a global story?
ALICE WALKER: Well, everybody seems to understand that it is a global story. I was talking yesterday to the
people in Georgetown—George Mason University about how when I went to China in 1983, just after the book
was published, it was already a bestseller in China. They didn’t tell me about it, but it was. And so, I said to
them, "Well, why do people respond so deeply to this novel?" And they said to me, "Well, Alice, it’s a very
Chinese story, because the oppression of women is global. It’s not just, you know, in the black community." And
I felt badly that many black people, I think, felt that I was saying that it was, you know, our problem. But I think
nowadays—
AMY GOODMAN: Black male violence.
ALICE WALKER: Yes, the critics. But I think now people understand that this oppression of women and the
abuse of children, you know, all of these things are global issues.
AMY GOODMAN: But you have refused, Alice, to have your book translated into Hebrew for an
Israeli publisher. Can you talk about your decision and who the publisher was?
ALICE WALKER: Yes. Well, actually, it was already published there in 19—I don’t know, 80-something. And
at that time, there was no cultural boycott of Israel for its apartheid practices and its persecution of the
Palestinian people. But now there is a boycott, and so I respect that boycott in the same way that I respected the
boycott when there was apartheid in South Africa. And we were contemplating sending the film there, and I
lobbied against it.
AMY GOODMAN: Talk about the parallels you make.
ALICE WALKER: Mean apartheid ones? Well, first of all, in Israel and the Occupied Territories, there’s this
gigantic wall, which is, I think, the most offensive symbol of the apartheid. It not only segregates the
Palestinians from the Israelis, but they also, at the same time, have stolen so much Palestinian land. I mean,
they’ve essentially stolen what was all of Palestine. And it’s just horrible to see the treatment of the people. I
mean, the checkpoints are dreadful. We went through some of them. And the way the Palestinians are treated is
so reminiscent of the way black people were treated in the South when I was growing up. And it’s an intolerable
situation. And that our country backs this treatment by standing with Israel through thick and thin is just
unbearable.
AMY GOODMAN: I wanted to turn to a clip of South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu talking about
apartheid, talking about South Africa and talking about Israel.
DESMOND TUTU: Coming from South Africa and going—I mean, and looking at the checkpoints
and the arrogance of those young soldiers, probably scared, maybe covering up their apprehension,
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there’s no way in which I couldn’t say—of course, that is a truth. It reminds me—it reminds me of
the kind of experiences that we underwent. I mean, I was bishop of Johannesburg and would be
driving from town to Soweto, where we lived, and I would be driving with my wife, and we’d have
a roadblock. And the fact of our having to have passes allowing us to move freely in the land of our
birth, and now you have that extraordinary structure that—the wall. And I do not, myself, believe
that it has improved security, breaking up families, breaking up—I mean, people who used to be
able to walk from their homes to school, children, now have to take a detour that lasts several—I
mean, it’s—when you humiliate a people to the extent that they are being—and, yes, one
remembers the kind of experience we had when we were being humiliated—when you do that,
you’re not contributing to your own security.
AMY GOODMAN: Retired South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Alice Walker, your response?
ALICE WALKER: Well, I’m very happy that Desmond Tutu speaks out on this issue, because so many people
are afraid to speak at all. And I think this is very dangerous. I think that wherever there is this kind of oppression,
wherever you see people who are being humiliated, it’s our duty as human beings and as citizens of the planet to
speak. You know, that’s all we can do: speak, at least.
AMY GOODMAN: You were in Gaza. Our producer Anjali Kamat in 2009 interviewed you while you were
there. I want to play a clip of that.
ALICE WALKER: It’s shocking beyond anything I have ever experienced. And it’s actually so
horrible that it’s basically unbelievable, even though I’m standing here and I’ve been walking here
and I’ve been looking at things here. It still feels like, you know, you could never convince anyone
that this is actually what is happening and what has happened to these people and what the Israeli
government has done. It will be a very difficult thing for anyone to actually believe in, so it’s totally
important that people come to visit and to see for themselves, because the world community, that
cares about peace and cares about truth and cares about justice, will have to find a way to deal with
this. We cannot let this go as if it’s just OK, especially those of us in the United States who pay for
this. You know, I have come here, in part, to see what I’m buying with my tax money.
AMY GOODMAN: That was the Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alice Walker in Gaza in 2009. Last summer,
she was one of the activists on the U.S. ship that attempted to sail to Gaza as part of the Freedom Flotilla aimed
at challenging Israel’s embargo of the Gaza Strip. Dubbed The Audacity of Hope after President Obama’s
bestselling book, the U.S. ship was stopped by Greek authorities just as it set sail. Alice Walker spoke to
Democracy Now! producer Aaron Maté from the ship as it was being turned back.
ALICE WALKER: It feels really good to know that the world is watching, that there are people on
this earth who care about the people of Gaza so much that we all got out of our houses and into our
various cars and planes, and we made it to this boat, and we actually tried to cross the water to get
to the people of Gaza, especially to the children, who need to know that the world is here and the
world cares and the world sees and a lot of us love them, and we do not agree that they should be
brutalized and harmed.
AMY GOODMAN: That was Alice Walker speaking on the Freedom Flotilla. She is now serving on the jury of
the Russell Tribunal on Palestine, an international people’s tribunal created in 2009 to bring attention to the
responsibility other states bear for Israel’s violations of international law. The Russell Tribunal will be holding
its fourth international session in New York October 6th. You’re going to be there, Alice Walker.
ALICE WALKER: I will be there. Yes, I will be there with some wonderful people, including Angela Davis,
Cynthia McKinney, Mairead Maguire—
AMY GOODMAN: The Nobel Peace Prize winner.
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ALICE WALKER: Stéphane Hessel—yes, lots of wonderful—Michael Mansfield, a lot of really good people.
AMY GOODMAN: Noam Chomsky will also be—
ALICE WALKER: Noam Chomsky will be there, Dennis Banks.
AMY GOODMAN: And what will you do?
ALICE WALKER: Well, we will hear testimony about why it is that nothing seems to move. The U.N. makes
resolutions, you know, and they’re ignored. And there are so many resolutions. The one that particularly pains
my heart is Resolution 194—I think that’s the number—which says to Israel that you cannot keep the
Palestinians, who were forced out of their homes—you cannot prevent them from returning to their homes. And
I’m such a believer that people need to have a place to live that is theirs, that they should never be run out of
their own place. And if they are run out, they should be able to return there. And this, with so many other
resolutions, was ignored and has never been addressed. And the United States is complicit, because it backs
Israel no matter what. And I think this is corrupting, I think for our young people especially, to see that, you
know, justice in this case is just never even thought about.
AMY GOODMAN: You make comparisons to the South. Talk about your growing up and about your family.
ALICE WALKER: Well, my family was a poor farming family, and we lived under absolute segregation.
Although, even though, you know, all of the hotels and the motels and the restaurants and the water fountains, all
those things were segregated, we didn’t have segregated roads, which you do have in the Occupied Territories,
roads that only Jewish settlers can use, and the Palestinians have these little tracks, you know, these little paths,
often, you know, obstructed by boulders. And that is how they’re supposed to move around, for the most part.
And the unfairness of it is so much like the South. It’s so much like the South of, you know, I don’t know, 50
years ago, really, and actually more brutal, because in Palestine so many more people are wounded, shot, killed,
imprisoned. You know, there are thousands of Palestinians in prison virtually for no reason.
AMY GOODMAN: Do you feel like public opinion is changing in the United States?
ALICE WALKER: I feel that public opinion is changing, and I think it’s because people have decided that, you
know, we’re all in such danger. We’re all in harm’s way now, and people are awakening to the fact that unless we
take care of each other, nobody is safe, there will never be safety.
AMY GOODMAN: Alice Walker, we’re going to break, and then I want to ask you about your thoughts on
President Obama, on the election, and I’d like to ask you to read your newest poem. Alice Walker, the awardwinning author, poet, activist, is with us for the hour. Stay with us.
AMY GOODMAN: This is Democracy Now! We are on the road in Washington, D.C. We then
head to Charlottesville, and we’ll be back in Washington, D.C., then we’ll be traveling through
Virginia, then on to Colorado for the presidential debate, and through the Western Slope. I’ll
talk about it in a minute, the 100-city Election 2012 tour. I’m Amy Goodman.
We’re joined for the hour here in Washington by Alice Walker, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author. This year is the
30th anniversary of her momentous work, The Color Purple. And she was here in Arlington at George Mason
University reading from the book, speaking to the audience.
But we are also in the nation’s capital. The president lives not far from here, Alice Walker. And, in fact, I
remember sitting with you at the inauguration of President Obama in Washington, D.C., in 2008, the first
African-American president. You have now written a poem in this election year, and I was wondering if you
would share it with us.
ALICE WALKER: Yes, I’d like to. It’s dedicated to Wangari Maathai, who remembered the beautiful
bountifulness of her land before the colonial invaders laid waste to it, and she resolved to bring it back to health
by planting trees. And as you know, she died last year. Rest in Well Done; beloved sister of our clan.
"Democratic Womanism"
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You ask me why I smile
when you tell me you intend
in the coming national elections
to hold your nose
and vote for the lesser of two evils.
There are more than two evils out there,
is one reason I smile.
Another is that our old buddy Nostradamus
comes to mind, with his fearful
400 year old prophecy: that our world
and theirs too
(our "enemies" – lots of kids included there)
will end (by nuclear nakba or holocaust)
in our lifetime. Which makes the idea of elections
and the billions of dollars wasted on them
somewhat fatuous.
A Southerner of Color,
my people held the vote
very dear
while others, for centuries,
merely appeared to play
with it.
One thing I can assure
you of is this:
I will never betray such pure hearts
by voting for evil
even if it were microscopic
which, as you can see in any newscast
no matter the slant,
it is not.
I want something else;
a different system
entirely.
One not seen
on this earth
for thousands of years. If ever.
Democratic Womanism.
Notice how this word has "man" right in the middle of it?
That’s one reason I like it. He is right there, front and center. But he is surrounded.
I want to vote and work for a way of life
that honors the feminine;
a way that acknowledges
the theft of the wisdom
female and dark Mother leadership
might have provided our spaceship
all along.
I am not thinking
of a talking head
kind of gal:
happy to be mixing
it up
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with the baddest
bad boys
on the planet
her eyes a slit
her mouth a zipper.
No, I am speaking of true
regime change.
Where women rise
to take their place
en masse
at the helm
of earth’s frail and failing ship;
where each thousand years
of our silence
is examined
with regret,
and the cruel manner in which our values
of compassion and kindness
have been ridiculed
and suppressed
brought to bear on the disaster
of the present time.
The past must be examined closely, I believe, before we can leave
it there.
I am thinking of Democratic, and, perhaps
Socialist, Womanism.
For who else knows so deeply
how to share but Mothers
and Grandmothers? Big sisters
and Aunts?
To love
and adore
both female and male?
Not to mention those in between.
To work at keeping
the entire community
fed, educated
and safe?
Democratic womanism,
Democratic Socialist
Womanism,
would have as its icons
such fierce warriors
for good as
Vandana Shiva
Aung San Suu Kyi,
Wangari Maathai
Harriet Tubman
Yoko Ono
Frida Kahlo
Angela Davis
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& Barbara Lee:
With new ones always rising, wherever you look.
You are also on this list, but it is so long (Isis would appear midway) that I must stop or be unable to finish the
poem! So just know I’ve stood you in a circle that includes Marian Wright Edelman, Amy Goodman, Sojourner
Truth, Gloria Steinem and Mary McLeod Bethune. John Brown, Frederick Douglass, John Lennon and Howard
Zinn are there. Happy to be surrounded!
There is no system
There is no system
now in place
that can change
the disastrous course
the Earth is on.
Who can doubt this?
The male leaders
of Earth
appear to have abandoned
their very senses
though most appear
to live now
entirely
in their heads.
They murder humans and other
animals
forests and rivers and mountains
every day
they are in office
and never seem
to notice it.
They eat and drink devastation.
Women of the world,
Women of the world,
Is this devastation Us?
Would we kill whole continents for oil
(or anything else)
rather than limit
the number of consumer offspring we produce
and learn how to make our own fire?
Democratic Womanism.
Democratic Socialist Womanism.
A system of governance
we can dream and imagine and build together. One that recognizes
at least six thousand years
of brutally enforced complicity
in the assassination
of Mother Earth, but foresees six thousand years
ahead of us when we will not submit.
What will we need? A hundred years
at least to plan: (five hundred will be handed us
gladly
when the planet is scared enough)
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in which circles of women meet,
organize ourselves, and,
allied with men
brave enough to stand with women,
men brave enough to stand with women,
nurture our planet to a degree of health.
And without apology —(impossible to make
a bigger mess than has been made already) -—
devote ourselves, heedless of opposition,
to tirelessly serving and resuscitating Our Mother ship
and with gratitude
for Her care of us
worshipfully commit
to
rehabilitating it.
AMY GOODMAN: Alice Walker, "Democratic Womanism," in this election year. What are your thoughts on
what should happen in November?
ALICE WALKER: Well, what should happen in November is that everyone should make the very best choice
based on their own values. And that is, you know, recognizing that there is so much evil, you know, everywhere
we look. Still, you know, choose what you think is best for our course of action. But have a thought about the
long-term survivability of the planet and start to put the health of the planet before everything else and to then
have leadership that reflects that.
AMY GOODMAN: What are your thoughts on President Obama today?
ALICE WALKER: Well, you know, I continue to care for President Obama and for his family. I think that in
many ways they are very courageous people, and I honor that, because I know what it means to live as a black
person in a racist America. But I cannot feel good about drone strikes. I cannot feel good about bombing people.
I don’t—I just don’t believe in war. I think it’s stupid. And I think that he is so smart that it’s a waste of his
intelligence to pursue peace by making more war. It does not make any sense.
AMY GOODMAN: And on this 30th anniversary of The Color Purple, your final thoughts today, to leave us
with?
ALICE WALKER: Well, I think that, you know, life is abundant, and life is beautiful. And it’s a good place that
we’re all in, you know, on this earth, if we take care of it. And if we can just turn to our inner guide rather than to
the outer guides who seem to always end up fighting somebody, we’d be a lot better off.
AMY GOODMAN: And the books you’re working on now?
ALICE WALKER: Well, I have two new books that will be out in the spring. One is called The Cushion in the
Road: Meditation and Wandering as the Whole World Awakens to Being in Harm’s Way, and the other one is a
book of poems called The World Will Follow Joy: Turning Madness into Flowers.
AMY GOODMAN: Well, I want to thank you, Alice Walker, for being with us for this hour, as you were four
years ago, and as you were not so long ago, after the killing of Trayvon Martin, talking about a woman who
didn’t live far from and died not far from where Trayvon was killed, Zora Neale Hurston, whose gravestone you
have now refurbished to put her in the eye of this country, to remind us of who this great author was.
ALICE WALKER: Yes, thank you.
AMY GOODMAN: Thank you so much.
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2012, Sept 19 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE~ CRIMINAL/CIVIL CHARGES

AGAINST THE WASHINGTON STATE CORPORATE
GOVERNMENT/MEDIA FOR ONGOING SYSTEMIC
FINANCIAL/CONSTITUTIONAL FRAUD AND TREASON
Posted by nowisthetimeus on September 19, 2012
http://nowisthetime.us/2012/09/19/for-immediate-release-criminalcivil-charges-against-thewashington-state-corporate-governmentmedia-for-ongoing-systemic-financialconstitutional-fraud-andtreason/
Seattle, Washington State, America
September 20, 2012
Criminal/civil charges have been filed with referenced evidentiary weblinks against officials of the
Washington State corporate government, as well as media corporations operating in Washington State,
for perpetrating/enabling systemic financial/constititutional fraud and treason.
The allegations in these legal actions specifically expose what has been called the CAFR scam, with its
implications of fraudulent unnecessary budget cuts to government services at all levels of government
all across America as a result of theft by the private Federal Reserve System. These are accompanied
by related allegations that the Washington State Constitution of 1889, as well as the present US
corporate government, are fraudulent, and that failure to disclose this constitutes treason on the part of
state corporate government/media officials.
These criminal/civil charges have been filed with the Federal Grand Jury of the Ninth District Court,
the FBI, the Offices of the King County Sheriff, and that of the Seattle Chief of Police and Seattle City
Prosecutor here in Seattle . They have also been filed in the state capital of Olympia/Thurston County
with the Offices of the Thurston County Sherriff, the Thurston County Prosecutor, the Olympia Chief
of Police and the Olympia City Prosecutor.
Copies of these charges’ Proofs of Filing can be seen below. All civil/criminal charges filed at the local
level were hand-delivered, with receipts signed at the front desk for documentation of filing. Those
filed at the federal level even if local, as well as those filed at a distance in the Washington State capital
of Olympia were filed via certified mail.
Those charges filed with the Federal Grand Jury were filed without return receipt to better ensure that
they would reach the Foreperson without the interposition of possibly compromised court clerks or US
attorneys; accordingly, a copy of the screen shot from the delivery tracking portion of the US Postal
Service website has been scanned to show such proper filing, with delivery on September 10, 2012.
It should be mentioned that two attempts to file these charges with the King County Prosecutor’s Office
were unsuccessful. In both instances, clerks connected with this office rejected the packet of charges.
They stated that sovereign citizens did not have the right to file criminal charges, and that all civil
charges against the state need to be filed as a civil lawsuit at the sovereign citizen’s expense — now
$400 — with the district court to be decided by state corporate government-appointed judges. This
clearly no-win proposition for the plaintiff was immediately rejected by this plaintiff.
All of the filings of these charges been done in such a way to ensure as well as is possible that
appropriate action might be taken on the part of law enforcement/judicial agencies located in
Washington State, and that if it is not, that such derogation of duty will become immediately and
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publicly apparent, as seen in the paragraph above concerning Proof of Public Disservice by the King
County Prosecutor’s Office.
Since the term “United States of America” is now often considered to denote the bank cartel-controlled
federal government corporation, many geopolitically savvy sovereign citizens prefer being called
“Americans” and their country “America”, even though we share the North American continent with
other nations. This dichotomy illustrates the gravity of the issues being discovered in this document,
and is the reason that the terms ” America ” and “Americans” are herein being used instead of ” USA ”
and ” US citizens” to denote our nation and its legitimate inhabitants.
Media corporations operating in Washington State are, possibly for the first time in recorded history,
included in such a legal action. It finally needs to be publicly acknowledged and acted upon that
corporate media distortions and omissions in reporting the news as agreed upon in their corporate
charters have long enabled such ongoing criminal activity on the part of corrupt corporate government
officials in this state and in others throughout the world. This was also done to remind both media
corporations and the public that, besides prosecution of their executives, corporate charters can be
legally rescinded as a form of capital punishment for capitalist corporate entities whenever their
corporate charters are repeatedly and reprehensibly violated, as many have been in recent memory.
It is hoped that these public legal actions will help create a template by which empowered sovereign
citizens everywhere can draft their own like public legal actions based on their own situations, research
and laws, and they, like sovereign citizens in Washington State, can themselves publicly file these
charges with their own law enforcement agencies to help expose and systemically extirpate this ancient
ongoing theft of planetary resources.
Other sovereign citizens of Washington State are cordially invited to print out these charges and file
them with their own local law enforcement officials, as well as forward them to their elected
representatives, to Washington State media and to their fellow citizens, so that general knowledge of
such systemic evil and what can successfully eliminate it can rapidly be increased.
For it is only by such peaceful but effective means that the satanic international bank-based corporate
crime syndicate that presently controls most of the governments of this planet will ultimately and
forever be defeated.
——————————————————————————–
WCSS 9-5-12.doc
CRIMINAL/CIVIL CHARGES AGAINST WASHINGTON STATE CORPORATE GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS/MEDIA CORPORATIONS OPERATING IN WASHINGTON STATE FOR SYSTEMIC
FINANCIAL/CONSTITUTIONAL FRAUD AND TREASON
Against the following Washington State corporate government officials:
Governor Christine Gregoire, Treasurer James McIntire, Attorney General Robert McKenna,
Washington State Investment Board Legislature Liaison Rep. Sharon Tomiko-Santos, Budget Director
Martin Brown, President of the Senate Lisa Brown, Co-Chairmen of the Senate Ways and Means
Committee, Senators Edward Murray and Joseph Zarelli, Speaker of the House Frank Chopp and
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee Ross Hunter, as well as top management of
mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in Washington State, the following
criminal/civil charges are alleged:
1. Systemic Ongoing Financial Fraud Against the People of Washington State
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1.01 That the abovementioned Washington State corporate government officials and their predecessors
in office, as well as mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in Washington State
have knowingly and repeatedly concealed the existence of approximately two-thirds of state monies
shown in the Washington State Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, (CAFR) while
misrepresenting the remaining one-third of these monies as the entire “state budget” since at least the
mid-1940s;
Websites/links on CAFRs/CAFR Scam
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comprehensive_annual_financial_report
www.cafrman.com www.cafr1.com
www.webofdebt.com/articles/mysterious_cafrs.php
http://www.examiner.com/nonpartisan-in-national/carl-herman
www.comprehensiveannualfinancialreport.com
1.02 That Washington State corporate government officials have invested the two-thirds of state monies
concealed in the CAFR in institutional corporate Wall Street investments, rather than in investments
that would directly benefit the people of Washington State, such as investments in small businesses
with the much greater amount of employment, personal prosperity and government tax revenues they
would provide, in infrastructure maintenance that would provide widespread employment as well as for
the general welfare, or in a public state bank, which, as in the State of North Dakota since 1919, would
eliminate state economic downturns altogether;
Websites on Pubic Banking
www.wapublicbankproject.org

www.publicbanking.org

www.webofdebt.com

1.03. That, next to institutional investments in the US government corporation’s increasingly devalued
financial instruments — the collateral damage from the recently revealed LIBOR scandal
(LIBOR=London Interbank Offered Rate or “LIBER” (Latin for “Unregulated”) —
http://www.businessinsider.com/infographic-the-libor-scandal-explained-2012-7
the state corporate government’s largest investments are in the corrupt international banking cartel
directly responsible for the global depression of 2008, in which the global economy, as well as that of
Washington State presently remain;
1.04 That at least eighty-five percent of the state’s investments are in foreign governmental or quasigovernmental entities and transnational corporations; few of them are in any entity located within
Washington State , or in any headquartered in America ;
1.05 That of these transnational corporate Wall Street investments, a disproportionate number are in
predatory transnational corporations other than the predatory transnational banks, in which the majority
of the people of Washington State, if sufficiently informed, would not want their money invested as a
matter of ethical and/or environmental principles; this includes institutional investments in BP, Shell,
Keystone XL, Dow Chemical, Massey Energy, Cargill and Monsanto;
1.06 That the Washington State government has a grave conflict of interest by aggressively promoting
by both executive order and legislation the products of industries in which they have large investments,
such as the pharmaceutical cartel and its bioweaponized vaccines, in which it has institutional
investments of over one-half billion dollars;
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Why the Washington State Government Is a Ruthless Vaccine Pusher
http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/8367537-why-the-washington-state-government-is-aruthless-vaccine-pusher
1.07 That the Washington State government has a grave conflict of interest by failing to proportionately
tax those Washington State-located transnational corporations in which it is heavily invested and/or
whose favor they wish to obtain;
1.08 That the Washington State government has a grave conflict of interest by investing in foreign
manufacturing competitors while failing to invest in those which would provide manufacturing
employment and infrastructure for the people of Washington State;
1.09 That the Washington State Investment Board (WSIB) — the financial arm of the Washington State
Legislature headed by the state treasurer — employs financial advisors of questionable competence and
integrity, including accused war criminal former US Secretary of State Madeline Albright and the
infamously corrupt investment firm of Goldman Sachs — never consulting with those who offer any
alternative economic perspectives and solutions, including those employed within the Washington State
government itself;
1.10 That the WSIB plotted in the spring of 2006 to alter the Washington State Constitution so that the
fulsome Washington State Education Fund — derived from regular fees paid by the state’s resource
extraction industries of mining, fishing and lumbering — could be used in the future for institutional
corporate Wall Street investments, rather than as before being kept safely in trust;
1.11 That to achieve this diversion of state funds in trust, the WSIB quietly placed on the state ballot
Issue 4215, which proposed an amendment to the Washington State Constitution allowing the state
higher education funds to be used in corporate Wall Street investments;
1.12 That the majority of voters in Washington State, deliberately kept ill-informed by state corporate
government officials and mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in Washington
State, passed this stealth measure by a large margin in November 2006, to be ratified as a constitutional
amendment by the state legislature in January 2007;
2006 Washington State Voters Guide Writeup on State Issue 4215
http://vote.wa.gov/Elections/Measure2007.aspx?a=4215&c=7
1.13 That, since early 2004, the WSIB has deliberately invested a large portion of its institutional
investment portfolio in derivatives and credit default options (CDOs), the most opaque, unstable
investment instruments imaginable;
1.14 That, due to the corporate bailouts and banking cartel-engineered depression of 2008, as well as
the WSIB’s prodigal, imprudent corporate Wall Street investments, the Washington State Education
Fund now has been depleted by half, due to the resulting devaluation of institutionally invested stocks
and bonds;
1.15 This has served to radically increase tuition and student loan indebtedness while radically
decreasing the availability and quality of higher education to the people of Washington State ;
1.16 That all of this occurred less than two years after Issue 4215 was stealthily and deceptively
introduced by the WSIB, passed by the majority of voters, and its related constitutional amendment
approved by their state legislators;
1.17 That the amount of the people’s money deliberately being squandered in volatile institutional
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corporate Wall Street investments is at least eighty times the amount of the alleged state budget deficit
of approximately $1 billion, which this invested money could have easily eliminated if used
responsibly;
1.18 That the abovecited Washington State officials continually demand increasingly exorbitant
taxation and licensing fees from the already deliberately financially stressed people of this state;
1.19 That they do this is while being entrusted with massive amounts of the people’s money, yet
knowingly and willfully withholding and purloining it for the benefit of the private international
banking cartel and those who secretly control it;
1.20 That the immediate motive for this treasonous fraud perpetrated by the abovecited Washington
State corporate government officials and their predecessors in office and mainstream/alleged alternative
media corporations operating in Washington State against the people of this state has been their greed
for both wealth and power, accepting lucrative bribes, kickbacks, campaign contributions, loans and
lucrative advertising contracts, as well as enhanced monies from personal investments from the corrupt
international banking cartel and other corrupt transnational corporations;
1.21 That the actual underlying motive of these corporate state government officials’/media
corporations’ corporate contributors has been, besides huge profits, the financial destruction and
enslavement of the people of this state;
1.22 That therefore the Washington State corporate government budget and its budget deficit are now,
and have been since at least the mid-1940s, fraudulent;
1.23 And therefore all budget cuts made on the pretext of this fraudulent state budget deficit that now
threaten the general welfare — including the health and wellbeing of the disabled and disenfranchised,
the cutting of public library, public transportation and public education services and those budget cuts
which threaten to privatize all of the Washington state park system — are therefore criminal.
Websites/links Providing Evidence of the CAFR Scam in the Washington State Corporate Government,
Including the Washington State Investment Board’s CAFR With Analysis, and Similar Recent
Budgetary Fraud Exposed in the California State Parks System
http://nowisthetime.us www.sib.wa.gov
The Spokane Spokesman/Seattle Times Columnist: Washington State Parks Now on Their Own
http://spokesman.com/stories/2012/aug/04/state-parks-on-their-own
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/dannywestneat/2018850731_danny05.html
CAFR Scam Exposed: California State Parks Department Had $54 million While Asking for Park
Volunteers and Cutting Park Services
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-state-parks-20120721,0,2383546,full.story
2. Deliberate Denial of Remedy, Indicating Complicity in Criminal Conspiracy
2.01 That the above-cited Washington State corporate government officials and their predecessors in
office, as well as mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in Washington State,
have failed repeatedly to disclose publicly that the figures contained in the Washington State Annual
Comprehensive Financial Report — not those in what they claim as the annual budgetary document —
are the most accurate declaration of actual state corporate government funds;
2.02 That the abovecited Washington State corporate government officials and their predecessors in
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office have failed to provide to the public clear comprehensive summaries of the fraudulent,
unnecessary budget cuts made to each and every state cabinet department and its programs to obfuscate
their negative impact on the general welfare of this state; and the abovecited mainstream/alleged
alternative media corporations operating in Washington State have failed to demand and report on such
essential information;
2.03 That the WSIB has deliberately invested the people’s money in volatile corporate Wall Street
investments knowing that it would never be returned to them, not only because their inherent risk, but
because of ongoing fraudulent and insidious federal corporate confiscation of these funds, upon which
the mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in this state, as well as state corporate
government officials, have continually refused to report to duly inform the public;
2.04 That all individual and institutional investments, after being registered by a stock broker with the
Depository Transaction Clearing Center (DTCC) — an obscure subsidiary of the privately owned
Federal Reserve System doing business as (dba) the sardonically named Cede Inc. — become the
tacitly ceded property of Cede Inc., with the people thereby rendered mere “beneficiaries” rather than
owners, of their own investments;
2.05 That thereafter the people can be denied access to the dividends of these institutional investments
at any time by the Federal Reserve corporation and those who secretly control this privately owned
alien entity;
Who Really Owns Your Money: The Depository Trust Clearing Corporation
www.dtcc.com
http://yourmortgageoryourlife.wordpress.com/2008/09/30/who-really-owns-your-money-part-one-thedepository-trust-clearing-corporation/
Here Is Where Some of the Washington State Corporate Government’s Institutional Investments of the
People’s Money Actually Went After It Was Stolen by the Federal Reserve Through the DTCC:
Final Federal Reserve Audit Results Posted on September 4, 2012:
$16 Trillion Stolen from the American People to Enrich the International Banking Cartel
ittp://www.pakalertpress.com/first-audit-results-in-the-federal-reserves-nealy-100-year-history-wereposted-today-they-are-startaling
Exhaustive Study Finds Globalists Hiding $32 Trillion in Secret Off-Shore Bank Accounts
http://www.democracynow.org/2012/7/31/exhaustive_study_finds_global_elite_hiding
2.06 That the above-cited Washington State corporate government officials and their predecessors in
office, as well as the mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in this state have
repeatedly failed to enact/accurately report historically proven remedies to the state budget deficit —
such as proportionate corporate taxation, state investment in small business, physical/technical
infrastructure and a public state bank, while utilizing prudent trusts and investment instruments —
although being fully and repeatedly informed of the benefits of these remedies;
2.07 That all of the above constitutes deliberate denial of remedy and complicity in criminal
conspiracy.
3. Ongoing Systemic Constitutional Fraud Against the People of Washington State Tantamount to
Treason
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3.01 That the abovecited Washington State corporate government officials and their predecessors in
office, as well as the mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating in Washington State
have failed both to reveal and remediate the fact that the present Washington State Constitution of 1889
— latest amended by state investments-related Issue 4215 in 2006 — is fraudulent, automatically
rendering invalid all legislation and executive orders enacted by officers of the current spurious state
government corporation, specifically those dealing with its governmental financial system;
3.02 That the original state constitution enacted via due process by the people of Washington State in
1878 is indeed the actual Washington State Constitution, but was treasonously confiscated and held
hostage by the banking cartel-controlled United States Corporation of the District of Columbia (DC)
through the calculated failure of the US Congress to act upon it for eleven years until it was quietly
replaced by the one of 1889 that had been drafted and enacted by spurious means;
3.03 That this banking cartel-controlled federal corporation had quietly been put in place during the
upheaval of the cartel-engineered American Civil War/Reconstruction Period, during which the
common-law US Constitution and Bill of Rights was stealthily replaced by unconstitutional
statutory/commercial law and executive orders under the rubric of President Abraham Lincoln’s
declaration of martial law at the beginning of the American Civil War in 1861 that has continued
unrescinded to this day;
3.04 That the Washington DC-based United States Corporation then proceeded by various methods to
subvert sovereign US states into becoming corporate subsidiaries of the federal US corporation;
3.05 That one of the methods used was for the de facto board of directors of the federal United States
Corporation, the US Congress, to refuse to ratify any lawfully enacted state constitution under the ruse
of political partisanship unless that new state constitution incorporated the treasonous agenda of the
federal government corporation;
3.06 That such an example is the fraudulent Washington State Constitution of 1889, which diverged
from the original of 1878, insofar as it omitted any acknowledgement of sovereign state citizenship and
of alloidial personal property rights that the banking cartel-controlled US Corporation ultimately
intends to eliminate in America and throughout the world;
3.07 That this has resulted in American government at all levels — including that of Washington State
— being since the Civil War the public enabler/enforcer of the subversive, sinister agenda of the
international banking cartel and those who secretly control it, to the extreme detriment of the people of
this state and of this nation;
3.08 That concerning all of the above cited treason and its potential remedies, the above cited
Washington State corporate government officials and the mainstream/alleged alternative media
corporations operating in Washington State have failed in their duty to even minimally inform the
public.
The Fraudulent Washington State Constitution and Its Relationship to the International Banking
Cartel’s Clandestine Control of the US Government Since At Least 1861
Articles on the History of the Fraudulent Washington State Constitution
http://proliberty.com/observer/20001102.html
http://freedomrequireswork.org/public_access/washington/wash_const.html
The International Banking Cartel’s Takeover of the US Government Using the Civil War
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www.famguardian.org/Subjects/Freedom/…/Sins_022810.pdf
http://newtomorrow.us
Historic Quotations Concerning US/Global Corporate Government
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/quotes/index.htm
Wherefore:
The above cited Washington State corporate government officials and their surviving predecessors in
office, as well as the top management of mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations operating
in Washington State need to be summarily investigated, and then potentially arrested and prosecuted for
criminal financial/constitutional fraud and treason against the people of this state;
And the people of Washington State need publicly to acknowledge and examine their own complicity
in the criminal and treasonous actions/inaction of their abovecited state corporate government officials
and their predecessors in office, as well as of the mainstream/alleged alternative media corporations
operating in Washington State, through their own self-absorbed denial of, and disinterest in, the longcorrupted governmental and public information systems of this state and of this nation.
I hereby declare that all of the above statements are, to the best of my knowledge, true and accurate.
____________________________________ ___________________________
Rebecca Em Campbell-Plaintiff Date
Seattle, Washington State America
rebeccaphb@yahoo.com
Proofs of Filing.pdf
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2012, Sept 2

The world peace invitation and release of technology: The 2nd
international presentation: How to become an axis of evil

We have been asked to make our point clear about the upcoming expected and possible war between Iran and
US. We release the new information below to pre-empt any new plans for a new war in the world and as a
prelude to our conference in September.
We explain here how nations like Iran are made to look as if they become an axis of evil in the eyes of the
international community through pre-planned actions of some nations to start new international crises.
Prepare yourselves as this will be a long read, but it is important that one understands why we call upon nations
for our upcoming meeting. We are fully aware of what we are releasing and now we want not only the nations
but the citizens of the earth to understand the real depth of the Foundation's knowledge of the hidden working of
all nations and the reasons for our actions, even though sometimes they look as if they are against our ethos.
(Please advise if you see any mistakes in the text for them to be corrected.)
The second part of this statement will be released soon by the Foundation.
For those who do not know, here we lay the groundwork for the effort of the Foundation for the peace
conference due on the 6th of September of 2012 in Keshe foundation centre in Belgium.
Our firm belief is that:
There shall be no war between Iran, Israel and US, as the latter have
more and may be all to lose if such an action takes place, and this is a
clear message from this Foundation. If you are interested to know why we
give such an indication please take note of the following paragraphs in
this open letter.
How any nations become an axis of evil according to the pre-mandated action
of the real evildoers of the earth is easy to understand and to be seen and read
as follows:
As most of the readers of this forum know and some have listened to my
previous interviews over the past years, they know my education background
and my work.
It is important to make clear some points for all readers and the world
audience to know how every nation can become an axis of evil according to
the agreement signed by President Reagan and Mrs Thatcher in the late
seventies and the establishment of the nuclear triad connection between the
USA, UK and France.
There shall be no war between Iran, Israel and US, as the latter have more and may be all to lose if such an
action takes place, and this is a clear message from this Foundation.
In my early work at the British nuclear classified site, I had an opportunity to read the proposal and documents
which made it clear to me that the future of the world nuclear industry was well set and with agreement of the
above three nations the act of making every nation an axis of evil was signed and sealed by the leaders of these
countries for the control of power and energy resources of the future.
In this agreement the process was initiated of bringing the world economy to its knees and starting the second
process of slavery of all nations as they did in earlier centuries with opium, but this time using the nuclear
industry as the whip of threat and control.
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In late seventies it was agreed that the British use US military might to force and attack nations and then rob all
nations of their resources and then control them through nuclear power supply systems and control of nuclear
fuel started by the British.
To make the triad work, the British gave the right of manufacturing the nuclear power stations even for the UK
to the US and their companies, with the carrot that the UK even stopped with immediate effect all new research
in development and building of new nuclear British designed power stations and the UK started the closure of all
the nuclear power station capabilities of its own design.
In return the British under the disguise of helping the US accepted the proliferation and recycling of nuclear fuel
worldwide. This is the most lucrative part of the nuclear industry long term.
At the same time with proliferation the UK in the future can force nations to its will because if materials are not
processed they cannot operate their nuclear power stations.
As nations need new fuel rods, their energy supply becomes slave to UK generosity and colonial power
pressures as in past centuries.
At the moment this process has already started as the UK has been practising its reprocessing system by
profiteering from fuel for Japan and Germany in the past decades.
At the same time to keep the French on board, part of the structural work in Europe and the nuclear fuel
production of Europe were given to the French.
Thus in this triad of nations, they have shared out the future of the world energy supply between each other in
such a way that once the oil runs out or they create oil crises, these three nations excluding Russia and China
will become the controllers of the energy for Europe, the Middle East, Asia and South America.
Now let us explain how nations become an axis of evil like the nation of Iran through this triad of the nuclear
control through deliberate and false accusation and by controlling present world media.
 Primarily it has to be understood that Iran has been and is self-sufficient in producing raw nuclear
material.
In the mid-fifties the US used to take uranium from the mines of Hamadan in the south central regions of Iran for
their nuclear processing and fuel supply, and this is well documented in international shipments of uranium.
Now these mines are in the hands of the Iranian nation, thus Iran does not need to purchase any fuel and is using
its own natural resources for its future fuel processing and fuel production and Iran even has surpluses of raw
material to support other power stations of other nations if it is needed in the region for their future power
supply.
Thus Iran has and can become a fuel supplier and competitor to the French and US pieces of the cake of the
present organised nuclear triad.
 Secondly Iranian nuclear scientists through the help of the US in the past and presently through
work with Russian scientists have gained enough knowledge to build nuclear reactors for power
generation.
Thus with the newly gained knowledge by home-grown and taught nuclear engineers and scientists, Iran now

can and has cut into the piece of the cake of the US power generation manufacturing market.
Now Iran becomes another financial threat to a member of nuclear triad, the USA.
By the same measure, Iranian aircraft engineers, being boycotted for parts by US sanctions, have made
a full working Boeing 747 jetliner in Iran in the past five years to service the fleet of Iran jet liners and
now one can buy exact parts of these craft in even better quality from Iran than from the US.
From producing these systems Iran is now using the same knowledge in building aircraft and has
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gained the full capability to produce the spaceship program craft of the present trials using Iranian
scientists.
Thus the boycott has given Iran the advantage and step up for the new spaceship program systems that
have left NASA in the dark ages of space technology.
 Thirdly, now that Iran has its own raw material
and has learned the lessons of the oil refinery
materials boycott by the west in the past thirty
years, in the past three years Iran has begun the
process of learning and developing reprocessing of
the fuel.
With this Iran can use its own mined uranium as fuel to enrich
and use the fuel for supporting its nation with energy once the
oil runs out.
Thus Iran with the capability of reprocessing and enriching
fuel for its power stations now has the power and the
knowledge to cut into the piece of cake of the UK of the triad.
Therefore now Iran has become a supplier and competitor not only in oil, but in the nuclear industry
too with the triad.
Thus the mask of axis of evil is nothing but cover for the crimes of the past done by nations of the
nuclear triad and a new setting for the scenario of the 1972 crisis, where this time the British will
control the world energy and will take nations hostage like pirates of the high seas as they have done
for centuries, but in a modern version.
The other recent action of the EU boycott against the nation of Iran came about purely by an accident
and the greed of Germany which had nothing to do with Iran.
In the early seventies Iran acquired a small prototype nuclear reactor built for Iran by the western
nations for training its future nuclear scientists for the power stations to be built in late and early
eighties by them for Iran.
I was presumed to be one of these scientists when and if I returned to Tehran after finishing my
education as a nuclear engineer in Europe.
This nuclear reactor in Tehran University has the capability of producing the low level high grade
nuclear material isotopes needed nowadays in the medical sector of the health system of all nations.
This sector of the health radiation industry will be
worth some 12 billion euros in the coming years.
What has happened in the past years is that the nuclear
power plant which is the parallel system to the Iranian
research nuclear reactor and has been the major
producer of these isotopes for years, which was based
in Canada and employing thousands of scientists and
workers and generating billions of dollars of revenue
for Canada for years, in the recent past has gone faulty
and cannot produce and supply the world demand for
isotopes for the medical market.
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Hence this has given a unprecedented chance to Iran to fill this vacuum generated in the market by
chance in the western world supply of nuclear medical isotopes and this is a material to save lives of
thousands of people around the world as without these isotopes no brain scan, no MRIs and other nonintrusive medical procedures can be carried out.
I wonder how many British, American, French and other nationals are not told daily that thanks to Iran
we can give yours and your children's lives back to you.
This does not fit into the image of an axis of evil which the triad have made for Iran.
I wonder how many Americans walk away from MRI tables and thank the lives of Iranian scientists
who have filled the gap that was created by the Canada nuclear breakdown to save their lives.
We thank you Iranian nuclear scientists in the place of those who have never been told the real
truth and salute you for your support of world citizens, even though in helping us you have put
your lives in danger and are even losing your lives by assassination because you are serving and
helping the rest of mankind in time of need.
Under the nuclear treaty of the Second World War the government of Germany, like the Japanese
government, cannot get involved in the proliferation of nuclear materials on any scale in Germany. But
the German government can appoint proxies and use a third nation for its research and to develop a
system to cover the Canadian gap in nuclear isotope manufacturing.
Thus through agreement with France, UK, US and Belgium they have signed a treaty with the rest of
the EU nations to build a replacement of the Canadian reactor in the nuclear centre in Mole in Belgium,
which is at present under construction.
Thus Iran unwantedly has become a competitor again with Germany and France in the industrial gap
which Iran at the moment is helping to fill to save the lives of people around the world.
But Iran will not be attacked until this reactor is operational, as by chance even the President of the US
might need these isotopes from Iran for saving his life or his family, thus the Iran cat and mouse game
will be continued until this reactor is operational in Belgium.
This is the reason why suddenly Germany has appeared as the 5+1 (5 of UN +1 of Germany) of nations
in negotiation with Iran over Iran's nuclear program.
However Germany according to the Second World War treaty has nothing to do with world nuclear
operation.
Now the role of Iran in enforcing world peace through its newly gained spaceship program:
Iran is and will be the flagship nation for world peace.
Iran has the capability to prevent the start of any war and stifle all future wars with the present
knowledge of spaceship technology in its hands. Iran has the capability to prevent the start of any war
and stifle all future wars with the present knowledge of spaceship technology in its hands.
Iran the land of peace will be the flagship nation for peace in these so called enforced crises in the
world.
Let me explain in simple words what will happen if the triad of the nuclear nations or their proxies
decide to attack Iran in the near future.
Iran has never passed its borders in the past three hundred years and will never do so, as we have
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found war is nothing but a waste of human resources.
In the Iran and Iraq war there were prisoners from twenty seven countries in Iranian prisons, these all
being recruited by the same nations who started the new spring uprising in the past year.
The Italian government sold NINE million land mines to the Iraqi government to mine and kill Iranians
at any cost.
In Iran every day in the past twenty years up to today, children playing in their homes and gardens are
losing their lives and their limbs to these mines, all thanks to Italian hostility and greed.
And I wonder what happened to the cries of the advanced nations of the west to help come and clean up
these mines which they supplied; I wonder how many Italians will give the hand of help to fathers and
sons who have lost their children and fathers in Iran through these Italian mines in the past year alone.
The Keshe Foundation is developing systems to eradicate these meaningless tools of destruction and
greed from the land of peace.
Now one wonders why Italians are in these crises of today as they are paying the price of the
murderous recent acts of their fathers to fill the banks of Italy with the blood of innocent children of
Iran.
But in the war with Iraq, even though Iran could have crossed the borders of Iraq to recapture and
finish the old regime, Iran did not cross its agreed international borders.
The Iranian nation has defended the integrity of the motherland of Iran for centuries and it will do so if
need be again, but this time with its new SSP program. If the triad of nations or their proxies try to pass
the international Iranian border lines the game will be different.
Iran is at this moment in possession of the most advanced technologies
known to man, and it showed a small part of the power and capabilities
of this new technology in December of last year by capturing an
American spy plane 27m long at high speed and altitude and under the
control of over 8 satellites.
If need be to enforce world peace Iran will show the full might of its
spaceship program in an instant to the powers of the world if they cross
the borders of Iran.
Iran is the land of Dareush who saved the lives of my Jewish forefathers and in the seventh century the
Iranian king saved the Christians by providing them shelter, and now this race have become the present
descendants of my blood.
Iran is my Islamic descendant forefathers' home and land of peace and prosperity and it will teach the
world the knowledge of space and the true conduct of real men of integrity.
Iran has the power to bring about world peace though its wisdom and generosity to other nations and
religions as it has done in the past, without firing a single shot with its new SSP program.
Let us tell you what will be the consequences of any attack on Iran territorial borders now that
Iran is in possession of spaceship technology.
On 21 April 2012 in a meeting at the Keshe Foundation centre, we showed to the world delegation
present the SSP system and the video of its capacity to increase its weight, which allows the
submergence of the SSP system in the deepest waters of the earth.
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And within 36 hours from this meeting on 23.4.2012 we received the presidential decree to silence us
as the US realised what has been developed as they have nothing to protect themselves from such an
advanced technological gain by Iran and the Keshe Foundation. For the first time they realised how
they lost their craft in December of the previous year to Iran, and the US president asked Iran to give
their toy back.
With this technology the submariners of any nation contemplating an attack on Iran through the
Straights of Hormoze and any waters across the earth will be faced with instant death due to an
operational failure of all their systems, as was done with the unmanned aircraft in December of last
year. At the same time these craft will maintain their position in the deep seas and will never resurface
for decades, unless they are pulled out of the water through special operations, so once Iran SSP
touches these submarines in the deep waters of the earth, no mother or son of these submariners will
ever know the fate of their loved ones.
Above water, military ships will cease working and become obsolete and they will and can be caused to
join their submariners in seconds, which will leave thousands and thousands of fathers without their
sons and so many mothers without their daughters who are serving on these ships.
Aircraft which are airborne will drop from the skies like heavy metal cast birds on the borders of Iran
or at any point of choosing on earth by the Iranian SSP program, so that they will not be able to even
reach the beautiful borders of the land of peace.
This would lead to more loss of the beautiful lives of men and women of the USA and their
collaborators.
Satellite communication will be brought to an absolute halt as Iran has to ensure that no nuclear
warhead missiles can be controlled and targeted on Iran and hence most of the intercontinental missiles
will fall on Iran’s neighbouring nations or wherever these missiles are lost due to loss of satellites, and
surely none will reach Iran.
US intercontinental missiles will be activated in their berth holes and how many of our cousins and
brothers are to lose their lives in the land of the US by the action of the US military if the misguided
action of a few goes through.
Then the question to ask is why humanity allows this triad of nations to carry out all these acts
under the banner of world peace and not the real truth of its objective of tyranny.
Thus Iran does not need to start the war, but will use its wisdom to protect itself as before; the losses
will be from those who are doing the instigation of war and will be in the land of the instigators of the
war.
What is the solution?
The solution is simple and immediate.
We call upon the triad nations and Iranian government to meet
under the banner of world peace in the immediate future, to
save the lives of hundreds of thousands of young and beautiful
daughters and sons of mainly US origin as they are the real
slaves of the master in the war.
We have seen it happen in Iraq and Afghanistan with invasions
under the same type of false accusation to loot these nations or
use them to supply drugs to other nations as in the past
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centuries, where again the UK walked away with the loot of oil and national reserves and the US paid
the price of the lives of its youth and is still paying it.
From the Keshe Foundation we call upon the leaders of the world to open their eyes to the song of
peace from us, or the beautiful White House will only be white by name as its residents will leave the
fields of their matters within this structure with no sign of real material life, once Iran has to enforce
world peace, without the use of war. From the Keshe Foundation we call upon the leaders of the world
to open their eyes to the song of peace from us, or the beautiful White House will only be white by
name as its residents will leave the fields of their matters within this structure with no sign of real
material life, once Iran has to enforce world peace, without the use of war.
In the palaces of Europe the bells of justice will be rung by their people and not by its present residents
as the men of truth will open the files of the real working of these houses of horror and stop the
suffering of their nations as they are answerable to the nations of the world for whom they have chosen
to govern and rob others under their name.
We did not set the scene, but we are the messengers of peace and we are the instigator of world peace
and we have the technology to serve mankind and walk and enforce the path of peace.
My call to citizens of this planet is simple and straightforward; join us and each other to serve
our human race under one banner of mankind and not nationhood.
Under one banner of peace this will carry us through as one soul and one planet and not as a divided
broken army of nations.
Our decree of peace will take its course and soon there will be no more conflict as each man has the
power of the king to serve and not as power of the slave.
The leaders of the world have to accept that the seat of kingship and leadership is the seat of serving
one's nation and not to be served by the nation, and this has to become the path of every being.
Then one will see that there shall be no servants by force, but men will be servants by choice and for
their fellow men, and earth will be a sea of physical bodies that have nothing to do but to serve each
other.
From this point on kinship is among the souls of mankind and not through the physical body.
From this point on we take away the physicality of the workings of man’s life as we have met all his
needs through the kinship of the soul. At the level of soul there is no physicality to feed, but the essence
of equality to protect and serve.
Blessed are the souls who have received the message of peace not in the physical but in the true realm
of creation.
M T Keshe
You can find the original text and discusion here.
This article is related to:
 The world peace invitation and release of technology: The 2nd international presentation
http://www.keshefoundation.org/en/media-a-papers/keshe-news/330-the-world-peaceinvitation-and-release-of-technology-the-2nd-international-presentation-how-to-become-axes2012, Sept 29
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2012, Sept 27th

Planet Alert October 2012

By Admin on behalf of Mahala, on September 27th, 2012
Fall is here, and we now have the beautiful colored trees to enjoy. We are still having summer weather here in
Seattle and it is gorgeous. I just love fall weather with the warm days and the cool nights and the beautiful trees. We
just experienced the Fall Equinox which brought in some very chaotic energy because it triggered the cardinal cross.
The days prior to the Harvest full moon (September 29 at 9:19 PM PDT) and beyond will continue to be very intense,
so stay cool, calm and collected.
The Feast of Tabernacles starts on October 1, 2012 and continues for a week. This was a very important holiday at
the time of Jesus and also today. It has been celebrated at this time of year for many years. It is the Harvest Festival
and a time for great celebrations.
Columbus Day is October 8, 2012. This is also a very important date. I heard from a friend that this Columbus Day
would be the end of a 520 year cycle since Columbus discovered America in 1492. I also received an email titled The
Fall of the Reptilian Empire, which I found to be very interesting. A quote from that article says “Before October 7th

billions upon billions of Reptilians will be cleared away daily from the astral and etheric planes by the Light Forces.
This will be a very chaotic period of time and by October 7th more light will come to Earth”. If you would like to read
this article check out the Cobra web site which is portal2012 and look under Blog Archive.

At the Fall Equinox the North Node was on 29 degrees Scorpio. This is the degree of much light coming to Earth and
that chart will be in effect for three months. This energy will continue to affect us for a while. This upcoming full
moon will trigger the cardinal cross. In fact, the sun will be in exact opposition to Uranus, the planet of fast moving
changes. The Sun will be 7 degrees Libra, Pluto 7 degrees Capricorn and the moon will be conjunct Uranus on 6-7
degrees Aries. If this doesn’t bring lots of changes to Earth I don’t know what will.
Saturn moves into Scorpio on October 5th and starts a whole new energy cycle. For the last 2 ½ years Saturn was in
Libra and that meant relationships were the challenge. This involved relationships with friends, family, people at
work, partners, and the relationship you have to yourself. Now the energy will change to getting in touch with the
core of your Being, which is your God center within you. For those who are not ready for this energy, they will
experience more transformation of the dark side within them.
There has been much violence in the Middle East for eons of time. A pamphlet was given to me several years ago
that says the Third World War would start in North Africa. It did start in Tunisia in January of 2011. The pamphlet also
said it would spread to other parts of the Middle East. That has happened. There are just a few countries who have
managed to stay out of the violence.
When Saturn was moving through Libra it was affecting the area of North Africa. Everyone saw the revolution that
happened there. Now that Saturn is moving into Scorpio it will be affecting the rest of the countries in the Middle
East like Israel, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Iran. Saturn rules Karma. If you have good Karma that is what will come back
to you. If you have bad Karma you will have bad things happen because it is the law of cause and effect. What you
put out comes back to you. It looks like there will be more bad karma affecting the Middle East.
I am concerned about the Middle East with Saturn affecting that area. Will the Middle East explode like it did in
September when Mars was affecting that area, which I mentioned would happen in my September article? The Bible
talks about a major war in the last part of the 19th chapter of Revelation. When the revolution started in Tunisia I
knew that was what the Bible was talking about.

During the time this war is occurring the dark ones will lose their power. This is happening right now with all the
corruption coming out into the open. Pluto, the ruler of Scorpio, rules the underworld. Everything that has been
hidden will come out into the open to be looked at and changed. The north node will also be in Scorpio for a year
and a half. The people who have not found the light within them will have a hard time. The ones who have found the
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light will be able to manifest the energy of the high flying eagle.
We have been walking between two worlds for a long time. Maybe it is time to be totally on the New Earth. Take a
few minutes in your day and create your heaven on Earth. Think about how you would like your life to be and then
create it with your mind. You can create anything you wish to experience. Anything is possible because we are in the
year of magic and miracles.
The Earth is changing and it has already started to tilt. I noticed the tilt this past summer when I only had to pull
down four shades over my big windows instead of six like I had to do in the past, because the sun started coming in
at a different angle. I received an email from a list saying that when Mike tried to stand an egg upright at this equinox
it would not work like it had in the past. I don’t know Mike. He is someone who was on this email list and he did the
experiment with the egg. This means the Earth has tilted.
What has caused this tilt? Has the sun been affecting the core of the Earth? Did one of the large earthquakes we
have had recently cause it to tilt? Could it be from the planet Nibiru, which is behind our sun? Could it be from the
energy at the Center of our Galaxy? Maybe it is from all of the above.
I heard from my friend Mona that the planet behind the sun is affecting all of our planets and making their energy
more intense. It is affecting Mercury the most because that planet is so close to the sun. It feels to me like Mercury
is retrograde all of the time now? Doesn’t it feel like it is retrograde to you? It sure does to me. And, Mercury
technically turns retrograde on November 6, 2012. That is our election day. This will really make the election
interesting. All bets are off on this election. Who knows what will happen. Maybe there won’t even be an election.
Time will tell. I think there are some surprises in store for all of us.
If you think that time is moving fast now, see what happens in the next three months. I feel like I am on a roller
coaster myself that never stops. It just seems to speed up more and more and I never know what a day will bring. I
guess that is what they mean when they say live in the NOW because that is all there is. Yesterday is gone, the future
is not here yet, and today is all there is and that is why they call it the Present. Enjoy it to the fullest.
I send you my love and blessings for a wonderful fall that is full of lots of happiness and fun things to do. Take care of
yourself, enjoy life, have fun and live in the moment. So Be It!
Written in love and light!
*****Mahala Gayle *****
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The Astrology of October 2012 - For Everyone
A Million Points of Departure
September’s composite chart, which encompassed the Fall Equinox, began a season of increasing clarity on the issues
and decision. Several years of crisis, uncertainty, hesitancy and confusion are ending.
October’s chart will accelerate all of September’s trends and then some. October’s chart is very high-energy.
Countless additional decisions will flow from September’s initial decisions.
October’s chart also brings a growing commitment to a difficult task: reshaping the world in accordance with the ideas
unfolding in our minds. It also begins the gradual return of reason, responsibility and common decency to public
affairs.
True Creative Chaos
October’s chart will bring extremely volatile energetic conditions. A seemingly small impetus will have surprisingly
dramatic effects. Surprise events will trigger startling changes of direction. New trends will spring suddenly into
existence all on their own. Existing trends will veer unexpectedly in new directions.
October will not allow accurate predictions, firm control or reversing course. The chart looks like a one-way portal
into a different time line.
Fortunately, again, people will tend to favor the humane, common sense approach to our many problems. People are
far more inclined to read the fine print, now.
Three major planetary ingresses occurred between January 2008 and February 2011: Pluto entered Capricorn, Uranus
entered Aries, Neptune entered Pisces. Our lives entered a state of deep, continual systemic transformation.
But for several years, uncertainty, indecision and suspense have prevailed. No one could, or would, decide on a
course of action. As often as not, poorly thought out, extremist ideas captured the public imagination, at least strongly
enough to produce stalemate.
That period of troubling political and economic gridlock and flirtation with unwise solutions is ending, and, given
current world events, not a second too soon. October will bring the kind of chaos that yields to true creativity and
progress.
Zero Points on the Angles
In October’s chart, the angles - the Ascendant, the Imum Coeli, or base, the Descendant and the Midheaven - are all
occupied by the zero degree of their native signs.
0° 25’ Aries is on the Ascendant. 0° 31’ Cancer is at the Base angle, the Imum Coeli. 0° 25’ Libra is on the
Descendant. 0° 31’ Capricorn is on the Midheaven.
The zero degree point of any sign, but especially cardinal signs, is a high energy point. The create a surge of activity
and provide a strong thrust to any undertaking. Also, cardinal signs and the angles they call home, are all signs of
decision in a chart.
The angles are the most sensitive points in any chart. Influences hitting the angles dramatically affect the whole chart.
And in October, a decisive, high-energy, point is on each of the angles.
Hence, October’s chart is supercharged with energies conducive to strong, decisive commitments.
All of the signs also occupies its native house. Hence, the effects of the chart will be more intense. They will be more
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uniform, hitting everyone in a similar way. They will also be more easily recognized, more typical of the house and
sign in which they occur. People will tend to see and understand what is going on, to understand causes and effects.
Supernova
The Part of Fortune, at 0° 25’ Capricorn is very close to exact conjunction with the Midheaven and exactly square the
other angles.
The Part of Fortune combines the energy of the Ascendant, the Moon and the Sun - everything that defines individual
identity and the individual’s relation to the world he or she lives in. Its placement immerses the individual directly
and wholly in the transformative processes described in the chart.
Radical transformative energy strikes every facet of the relationship between individuals and the world around them.
Deep, inner transformative processes will coalesce with profound, outer transformative processes. A growing number
of lives will take off and/or accelerate in new directions.
Fortunately, the spirit of unreason that has dominated world affairs for so long will be supplanted by a renewed spirit
of reason, responsibility, moderation and decency just as we begin this crucial phase in the transformative process
now under way.
Saturn and the North Node in Scorpio
Economic and Political Relief
Saturn enters Scorpio for the full transit on Friday, October 5th, GMT; it will remain in Scorpio thru 2015.
Saturn’s exit from Libra marks the end of the US Saturn return. While it was in Libra, Saturn was, among other
things, depressing the US economy. Because the US economy is so important globally, it was depressing the global
economy. Hence, the US and global economies should show greater resilience beginning early in October. We should
feel a little economic bounce immediately.
Saturn’s exit from Libra will also have a positive effect on politics. It will no longer suppress the partnership-forming,
consensus-building processes. US politics should also be able to move on from the stalemate that has existed the last
several years.
Leaders will achieve a hard-fought consensus on all of these typically 8th house/Scorpio issues over the next two+
years. Saturn will keep us at square one while we work out the issues, but at the end of its stay in Scorpio, Saturn will
present us with a new, promising path forward.
Conflict over nurturance issues - insurance, pensions, social welfare programs - will peak. Conflict over beginning of
life and end of life issues will peak.
Issues confronting tax policy-makers and big financial institutions will reach a rolling boil.
Boundaries of all kinds, at all levels, will become more of an issue. Nations and individuals will expect greater respect
for their personal boundaries and more respectful behavior from those who enter their space.
Saturn in Scorpio will also bring a variety of other macro- and micro-level issues to the fore. Military expenditures,
for example, will come under scrutiny.
Some Relief for Relationships
Saturn’s exit from Libra should also reduce the pressure on human relationships, which have been under fire from
numerous astrological sources. However, pressure will continue at some level in all of these areas because of the
challenging nature of current astrological conditions.
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Perhaps most notably, Saturn in Scorpio will cause difficulties in some of the most important aspects of human
relationships. Reproductive issues, for example will become even more problematic. This will almost certainly have a
complex and chilling effect on human intimacy.
Saturn + North Node, Do the Right Thing, Or Else
The North Node entered Scorpio at the end of August. It will be in Scorpio with Saturn until early 2014.
The North Node placement will affect the same issues that Saturn is affecting. It will dramatically increase the effect
of Saturn in Scorpio, and vice versa.
Saturn will require that we make significant sacrifices to meet true North Node standards. The North Node, ever ready
to impose penalties, will insure that we not avoid Saturn’s demands for good answers to important questions. It will
make the challenge of finding acceptable 8th house/Scorpio solutions all the more pressing.
The North Node in Scorpio and the 8th house emphasizes large scale, long-term collective responsibilities of all kinds
- pensions, insurance, social welfare, military and police power, security issues generally, and so on. These are all
responsibilities that are traditionally, and necessarily, shouldered by the group as a whole.
Indeed, Scorpio and the 8th house are the place where individual power, resources and responsibilities turn into group
power, group resources and group responsibilities. It is the place where individual rights turn into group rights. It is
the place where non-existence becomes existence, where the resources and responsibilities of one generation turn into
the resources and responsibilities of another.
Hence, people should look for solutions at the collective, governmental level, not on the individual or grassroots level.
Simply dumping responsibilities for these matters into the laps of individuals will not be acceptable. We must solve
these problems together, even if it means a sacrifice.
Sign-by-Sign Advice
These Saturn and North Node placements mean that everyone will soon find themselves focused on a complicated and
demanding problem in a vital area of their life. I have tried to address this on a sign-by-sign basis in my October signby-sign forecast. It is now available on this blog. <http://bit.ly/Rrq1Ej>
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto Unleashed
During planetary cycles, like the Saturn/Uranus cycle, when the faster planet, Saturn separates from the slower planet,
Uranus, Uranus rules Saturn; Saturn is subordinated to Uranus.
This is not a particularly healthy arrangement. Uranus tends to express without the benefit of Saturn’s wise and sober
guiding hand. Sound reasoning does not prevail. Loopier, more fringy, extremist ideas tend to prevail. Freakish
behavior increases. Sense and decency take a back seat. Irrationality and irresponsibility gain the upper hand in every
area of our lives, including and especially the political.

When, as has been the case for a year or two, Saturn opposes Uranus, Uranus competes with Saturn. Saturn is still
unable to suppress the loopier, more fringy, extremist Uranian impulses. Irrationality and irresponsibility maintain the
upper hand.
On October 5th, when Saturn enters Scorpio, Saturn will be approaching Uranus, moving slowly toward conjunction
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with Uranus. During this part of the Saturn/Uranus cycle, Uranus is subordinate to Saturn. Less rational, less
responsible, freakish Uranian impulses will tend to be inhibited or suppressed.
Since 2002-2003, a similar shift has occurred in the all three major Saturn cycles, including the Saturn/Pluto and
Saturn/Neptune cycles. As of October 5th, Saturn is in a dominant position in all three major Saturn cycles. This is a
watershed development.
Three major planetary ingresses occurred between January 2008 and February 2011. A new, highly energetic
arrangement of the outer planets came into play. Our lives entered a rebuilding phase, a phase of profound, continual,
systemic transformation.
These powerful energies are, of course, subject to dangerous abuses: political manipulation, demagoguery, deception
or outright political folly can occur on a grand scale.
Power and the public trust can be grossly abused on every level. Individual behavior can be similarly irrational,
irresponsible and abusive. Such abuse becomes disturbingly commonplace while Saturn is separating from any or all
of the outer planets.
Under present circumstances, with all three outer planets in close, synergistic relationship, the abuse would tend to
continue as long as even one of the planets remained free of Saturn’s restraining influence.
Hence, while Saturn remained subordinate to Uranus, the great transformational energies now at work continued to
support, or at least allow, an alarmingly high degree of irrational and irresponsible behavior. With Pluto, Neptune and
Uranus all so powerfully placed and still effectively unbridled, world conditions remained treacherous.
The Nick of Time

On October 5th, with the transformational process about to shift into high gear, Saturn, will seize the reins from
Uranus. With the help of the North Node, Saturn will solidify its influence over the global transformational process.
And not a moment too soon.
With all three major planets under Saturn’s influence, irrationality, irresponsibility and the abuse of power will be
sharply curtailed. Freakish behavior will tend to diminish. Although such things can probably never be completely
eliminated from world affairs.
Saturn and the North Node will exercise their chastening, sobering power from Scorpio, the sign that governs all of
the crucial issues of our time. More specifically, sober, sensible Saturn, backed up by the North Node is ruling
October’s volatile, high-energy chart.
So, thanks to Saturn and the North Node, a month that might have marked the peak of treacherously irrational and
irresponsible behavior will, instead, usher in a restoration of sanity, reason and decency.
We must expect impatience and frustration with the slow pace Saturn always sets. However, with the North Node
ready, willing and able to impose a penalty for any misstep, the majority will likely come to embrace Saturn’s
sobering, steadying influence.
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http://www.democracynow.org/2012/9/27/in_un_address_wikileaks_julian_assange#transcript

AMY GOODMAN: Documents obtained under the Freedom of Information Act show WikiLeaks

founder Julian Assange may have been designated an "enemy of the state" by the United States. U.S. Air
Force counterintelligence documents show military personnel who contact WikiLeaks or its supporters may
be at risk of being charged with "communicating with the enemy," a military crime that carries a maximum
sentence of death. The designation is the same legal category as al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
The report came just before Julian Assange spoke via videolink to a side meeting of the U.N. General
Assembly on Wednesday. Assange spoke from inside the Ecuadorean embassy in London. Ecuador granted
him diplomatic asylum to prevent Assange from being extradited to Sweden over sex crime accusations.
Assange is seeking asylum because he fears extradition to Sweden may lead to his transfer to the United
States, where, he is concerned, he could potentially face charges relating to WikiLeaks.
Later in the broadcast, we’ll speak with Julian Assange’s attorney Michael Ratner, but first we turn to
Julian Assange’s address from last night.

JULIAN ASSANGE: Today I want to tell you an American story. I want to tell you the
story of a young American soldier in Iraq. The soldier was born in Crescent, Oklahoma, to
a Welsh mother and to a U.S. Navy father. His parents fell in love. His father was stationed
at the U.S. military base in Wales. The soldier showed early promise as a boy, winning top
prizes at science fairs three years in a row. He believed in the truth, and like all of us, he
hated hypocrisy. He believed in liberty and the right for all of us to pursue it and happiness.
He believed in the values that founded an independent United States. He believed in
Madison, he believed in Jefferson, and he believed in Paine. Like many teenagers, he was
unsure what to do with his life, but he knew he wanted to defend his country, and he knew
he wanted to learn about the world.
He entered the U.S. military and, like his father, trained as an intelligence analyst. In late
2009, age 21, he was deployed to Iraq. There, it is alleged, he saw a U.S. military that did
not often follow the rule of law and, in fact, engaged in murder and supported political
corruption. It is alleged it was there, in Baghdad, in 2010 that he gave to WikiLeaks, he
gave to me, and, it is alleged, he gave to the world, details that exposed the torture of Iraqis,
the murder of journalists and the detailed records of over 120,000 civilian killings in Iraq
and in Afghanistan. He is also alleged to have given WikiLeaks 251,000 U.S. diplomatic
cables, which then went on to help trigger the Arab Spring. This young soldier’s name is
Bradley Manning.
Allegedly betrayed by an informer, he was then imprisoned in Baghdad, imprisoned in
Kuwait, and imprisoned in Virginia, where he was kept for nine months in isolation and
subject to severe abuse. The U.N. special rapporteur for torture, Juan Méndez, investigated
and formally found against the United States. Hillary Clinton’s spokesman resigned.
Bradley Manning, science fair all-star, soldier and patriot, was degraded, abused and
psychologically tortured by his own government. He was charged with a death penalty
offense. These things happened to him, as the U.S. government tried to break him, to force
him to testify against WikiLeaks and me. As of today, Bradley Manning has been detained
without trial for 856 days. The legal maximum in the U.S. military is 120 days.
The U.S. administration has been trying to erect a national regime of secrecy, a national
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regime of obfuscation, a regime where any government employee revealing sensitive
information to a media organization can be sentenced to death, life imprisonment or
espionage, and journalists from the media organization with them.
We should not underestimate the scale of the investigation which has happened into
WikiLeaks. I only wish I could say that Bradley Manning was the only victim of the
situation. But the assault on WikiLeaks in relation to that matter and others has produced an
investigation that Australian diplomats say is without precedence in its scale and nature,
that the U.S. government called a "whole of government investigation." Those government
agencies identified so far, as a matter of public record, having been involved in this
investigation include the Department of Defense; CENTCOM; SOUTHCOM; the Defence
Intelligence Agency; the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Division; the United States
forces in Iraq; the First Armored Division; the U.S. Army Computer Crimes Investigative
Unit, the CCIU; the Second Army Cyber Command; and within that three separate
intelligence investigations, the Department of Justice, most significantly, and its U.S. grand
jury in Alexandria, Virginia; the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which now has, according
to court testimony early this year produced a file of 42,135 pages into WikiLeaks, of which
less than 8,000 concern Bradley Manning; the Department of State; the Department of
State’s Diplomatic Security Services. In addition, we have been investigated by the Office
of the Director General of National Intelligence, the ODNI; the Office of the National
Counterintelligence Executive; the Central Intelligence Agency; the House Oversight
Committee; the National Security Staff Interagency Committee; and the PIAB, the
President’s Intelligence—the President’s Intelligence Advisory Board. The Department of
Justice spokesperson, Dean Boyd, confirmed in July 2012 that the Department of Justice
investigation into WikiLeaks is ongoing. So, for all Barack Obama’s fine words yesterday
—and there were many of them, fine words—it is his administration that boasts on his
campaign website of criminalizing more speech than all previous presidents combined.
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I am reminded of the phrase, "the audacity of hope." Who can say that the president of the
United States is not audacious? Was it not audacity for the United States government to
take credit for the last two years of progress? Was it not audacious for him to say on
Tuesday the United States supported the forces of change in the Arab Spring? Tunisian
history did not begin in December 2010, and Mohamed Bouazizi did not set himself on fire
so Barack Obama could be re-elected. His death was an emblem of the despair he had to
endure under the Ben Ali regime. The world knew, after reading WikiLeaks publications,
that Ben Ali and its government had for long years enjoyed the indifference, if not the
support, of the United States—in full knowledge of its excesses and its crimes. So it must
come as a surprise to Tunisians that the United States supported the forces of change in
their country. And it must come as a surprise to the Egyptian teenagers who washed
American tear gas out of their eyes that the U.S. administration supported change in Egypt.
It must come as a surprise to those who heard Hillary Clinton insist that Mubarak’s regime
was stable, and when it was clear to everyone that it was not, it must come as a surprise that
the U.S. backed its hated intelligence chief, Omar Suleiman, who we proved the U.S. knew
was a torturer, to take the realm. It must come as a surprise to all those Egyptians who
heard Vice President Joseph Biden declare that Hosni Mubarak was a democrat and that
Julian Assange was a high-tech terrorist. It is disrespectful to the dead and to the
incarcerated of Bahrain’s uprising to claim that the United States supported the forces for
change. That is indeed audacity.
Who can say that it is not audacious that the president, concerned to appear to look leaderly,
looks back on this change, the people’s change, and tries to call it his own? But we can take
heart here, too, because it means that the White House has seen that this progress is
inevitable. In this season of progress, the president has seen which way the wind is
blowing. And he must now pretend that it’s his administration who made it blow.
AMY GOODMAN: WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange addressing a side meeting of the U.N. General
Assembly Wednesday night.
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